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Argument

• The models and theories of mediatization of politics
(such as Strömbäck’s (2008) or Esser´s (2013)) must be
substituted in cases of political scandal

• The media reality of Latin American media spheres
challenges several assumptions about mediatization of
politics
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Maximisation of publicity

“all publicity is good publicity”
or

“there is no such thing as bad publicity”

f(p) : Event -> media attention -> agenda-setting -> 

-> electoral advantage
-> more agenda-setting efficiency
-> indirect benefits of media attention 

(adapted from Landerer, N. (2013) Rethinking the Logics: A Conceptual Framework 
for the Mediatization of Politics”
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Trump Slide
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The (academic) context that raised my doubts

• In Latin American media spheres, mass media is still 
alive and kicking (empirically and theoretically)

• In Latin American academia, Marxism is a living 
scholarly tradition (Gramscian and Frankfurter versions 
especially)

• In Latin American academia, semiotics and the 
question of the meaning has priority to questions of 
form and organization

• Politics-by-denunciation
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Market logic of media corporations

Media logic (according to Landerer, 2013) is merely the 
maximisation of audience (through various strategies): 
§ Least objectionable program content, 
§ general public audience instead of specialized market, 

non-partisan reporting on politics, 
§ non-offensive PC content (especially in US), 
§ equilibrated dosages of feel-good and crisis, 
§ appeal to various (gendered) stereotypes (sports, 

celebrities, fashion, real estate, lifestyle and consumer 
journalism packed into Sunday newspapers)
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Market logic of media corporations II

• Commercial logic of market (Strömbäck & Esser 2009)
• Competetiveness (ibid.:212)
• Efficiency criteria (Mazzoleni 2008)

News values subsumed under commercial newsworthiness

Goal: Maximisation of audience
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Political adaptation of media logic

• Adapt / adopt
• Rationale vs Aesthetics

Political marketing would, under normal circumstances, 
want the same thing – maximisation of audience –
through the same strategies. 

Distinction needed here:
Business rationale (of media organizations) behind certain
packaging (maximisation) vs
media professional’s aesthetics (what is good footage? – kissing
babies (US), inaugurating public spaces (BR)), etc.
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Scandal

The institutional actors relevant in political scandals
encompass judiciary and investigative authorities, which
requires drawing another set of institutional logics into
the focus of the research.

The kinds of news emerging in scandals are of another
tenor than run-of-the-mill political news and campaign
news, because of the content (dealing with
transgressions, moral judgements, and trials), and
because of the involved actors. Thus, news items about
politics are formatted and scripted differently.
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Political responses to scandal

• Adaptation to media logic by maximising publicity 
• Minimise attention
• Denial
• A good offence is stronger than defence
• Avoid admission and apologies
• Change the agenda, spinning, cover up 
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Argument

• The models and theories of mediatization of politics 
(such as Strömbäck’s (2008) or Esser´s (2013)) must be 
substituted in cases of political scandal

• The media reality of Latin American media spheres 
challenges several assumptions about mediatization of 
politics 
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Scandal II

Different scripts:

• Drive hunt (Allern & Pollack 2012)
• High holidays of television (Dayan & Katz 1994)
• Catharsis (Cottle 2006)
• Triumph of justice

Different actors:
• Prosecutors
• Judges
• Police agents
• Lawyers
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Judicialization

Another meta-process – akin to mediatization

Definition:
The increasing reliance on judicial means for political
ends results in increasing judicial power vis-à-vis politics.
It also results in gradual structural and discursive changes,
which is why the term judicialization also encompasses
the contemporary transformations of judicial institutions
and the structural shifts seen in judiciary communication
(Couso et al 2013; Hirschl 2008, 2009, Sieder et al. 2005;
Tate and Vallinder 1995; Vianna et al. 2007).
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Institutional logic of actors of the judiciary
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Judiciary – Media – Political institutions
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Judiciary – Media – Political institutions
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(e.g. Strömbäck
2008)



Judiciary – Media – Political institutions
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What feeds the Publicity Dragon?

Actors with political motives may harness the
mechanism of scandals, courts, and politics, in order to
determine the media agenda through a media hype
(Wien and Præstekjær 2011)

Implications for the post-political society
• Agenda-setting
• Institutional accountability

In the Trump campaign 2016, preposterous and scandalous remarks created a spiral
of media attention, increasing publicity outreach and bolstering his candidature
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Trump pic here



The Lava-Jato scandal
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The Lava-Jato scandal
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Political responses to scandal

• Adaptation to media logic by maximising publicity 
• Minimise attention
• Denial
• A good offence is stronger than defence
• Avoid admission and apologies
• Change the agenda
• Distort symbols and information 
• Spin
• Cover up 
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The Lava-Jato scandal
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Final remarks
The European research field’s model of mediatized politics is often
inadequate for understanding the Latin American media-political
context since the so-called “third wave” of democratization, and
only attempts to remedy the failings will bring forward
mediatization research in other seemingly abnormal political
settings – such as the Trump presidency.
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Final remarks
The European research field’s model of mediatized politics is
inadequate for understanding the media-political context of Latin
America since the third wave of democracies, and that only
attempts to remedy these failings will bring forward mediatization
research in other seemingly abnormal political settings – such as
the Trump presidency.
I claim that the current research into mediatization of politics does
not give an accurate account of how “classic” political institutions
can become decoupled from “actual” politics. This can take the
shape of bypassing party politics (such as the Trump case), leaving
supranational political institutions, like the Brexit of EU, or when
the rhetorical field of ideology and policy issues is emptied of
political content.
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Final remarks
The European research field’s model of mediatized politics is inadequate
for understanding the media-political context of Latin America since the
third wave of democracies, and that only attempts to remedy these failings
will bring forward mediatization research in other seemingly abnormal
political settings – such as the Trump presidency.
I claim that the current research into mediatization of politics does not
give an accurate account of how “classic” political institutions can become
decoupled from “actual” politics. This can take the shape of bypassing
party politics (such as the Trump case), leaving supranational political
institutions, like the Brexit of EU, or when the rhetorical field of ideology
and policy issues is emptied of political content.

In such situations of post-politics, we need to be able to account
for the mechanisms afforded by media institutions to actively break
the ties between political institutions/logics and other societal
fields, examining whether or how mediatization theory can explain
situations opposed to the adopt/adapt-paradigm of media/politics
integration.
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Questions?




